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Why teach?

Robert	Oppenheimer,	1954

§ The	specialization	of	science	is	an	inevitable	accompaniment	of	
progress;	yet	it	is	full	of	dangers,..	

§ Thus	it	is	proper	to	the	role	of	the	scientist	that	he	not	merely	find	the	
truth	and	communicate	it	to	his	fellows,	but	that	he	teach,	that	he	try	
to	bring	the	most	honest	and	most	intelligible	account	of	new	
knowledge	to	all	who	will	try	to	learn.
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A	bird’s eye view..

§ Why are we equipped with the	ability to	feel pain in	the	first	place?
Nothing in	biology makes	sense except in	the	light of	evolution
(Dobzhansky (1973)

§ What are the	most	salient properties necessary for	the	”pain system”	
to	fulfill its tasks?

it	has	to	be	strongly context-dependent
it	must	learn fast

§ Why does the	system	so	often go ”awry”?
Sensitivity versus	specificity
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”Pain Curriculum”	in	Medical	School	1963

§ Heavy	bias	toward peripheral mechanisms
§ General	knowledge of	pathways – dominant	view:	labeled lines
§ Largely ignoring the	many unanswered questions	and	paradoxesof	

pain in	clinical settings
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“Less	reflective	scientists	teach	undergraduates	
only	those	parts	of	their	science	that	are	
”established	facts”,	deferring	until	graduate	
school	anything	disputed	or	under	active	
investigations”	(W.C.	Wimsatt,	2007).



Yet	– some	people	saw	the	problems..	

K.D.	Keele:	Anatomies	of	Pain,	1957

§ Perpetuated	pain	is	..	always	complex	pain,	containing	many	
components	built	into	a	pain edifice

§ ..the exploration	of	which	presents	the	clinician	with	a	very	different	
problem	from	the	physiologist’s	analysis	of	experimental	pain.
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Pat	Wall:	attacking the	ignored questions

R.	Melzack 1999:
§ The	gate	control theory’s most	important contribution to	understanding pain

was its emphasis on central neural	mechanisms.	
§ The	theory forced the	medical and	biological sciences to	accept the	brain as	

an	active system	that filters,	selects and	modulates inputs.
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”The	diagram	of	mechanism we
published had all	the	disadvantages of	
exessive clarity…”	(P.	D.	Wall,	1978)



“Pain	is	an	opinion	on	
the	organism’s	state	of	
health	rather	than	a	
mere	reflexive	
response	to	an	injury”
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Postherpetic neuralgia (PHN) is a common and often devastatingly painful condition. It is also one of 
the most extensively investigated of the neuropathic pains. Patients with PHN have been studied using 
quantitative testing of primary afferent function, skin biopsies, and controlled treatment trials. 
Together with insights drawn from an extensive and growing literature on experimental models of 
neuropathic pain these patient studies have provided a preliminary glimpse of the pain-generating 
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Three	varieties:
1. Hyperexcitable	C	fibers
2. Loss	of	thin (C)	fibers	
3. Loss	of	thick and thin

fibers



Specific	brain	acitivty	patterns	are	
associated	with	the	feeling	of	pain	(?)
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What can ”drive”	the	pain networks in	persistent	pain?
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”..it	is	nearly impossible	to	replace a	
well known simple	scheme with a	

more	complex one.”	
(P.D.	Wall,	1997)

Meaning



What	does	the	pain	mean	to	this	particular	person?	

Eric	Cassell (The	Nature	of	Healing,	2013;	The	Nature	of	Suffering,	2004)	

§ Sickness	and	its	manifestations	are	inextricably	bound	up	with	the	
phenomenon	of	meaning

§ Everything	that	happens	to	people	– events,	relationships,	every	sight	
and	sound,	everything	that	befalls	the	body	– is	given	meaning

§ The	dimensions	of	chronic	illness	extend	to	virtually	all	levels	of	human	
existence	from	the	molecular	to	the	social	
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Reductionist	tendency and	disciplinary bias
hampers	understanding of	complex phenomena

Johnson	et	al.	2009	(Progr.Brain Res.	174:319)

§ ..despite	our	best	intentions,	as	disciplinary	trained	scientists	the	
default	is	to	concern	ourselves	with	only	our	chosen	domain	of	study,

§ and	to	impose	our	own	unique	perspectives	on	any	research	questions
§ Perhaps	the	single	largest	threat	to	true	and	comprehensive	

understanding	…is	the	reductionist	tendency
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Conceptual Confusion?

§ We say that a	person	has	a	mind and	has	a	body.	
§ Are	there three different	entities here - a	

person,	a	mind and	a	body?	
§ Or	two - a	mind and	a	body?	
§ Or	only one - a	person?

§ The	subject of	pain is	the	person	that manifests	
it,	not	his	mind or	brain

§ the	location	of	the	cause of	a	pain must	be	
distinguished from	the	location	of	the	pain itself
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Open	minded and sceptical
(easily said but hard	to	live	by)

§ Sit down before fact as	a	little child,	be	prepared to	give up	every
preconceived notion,	follow humbly wherever or	whatever abysses
nature	leads	or	you shall learn nothing (Thomas	H.	Huxley,	1825-1895)

§ What we observe is	not	nature	itself,	but nature	exposed to	our
method of	questioning (W.	Heisenberg	(1958)
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